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Abstract: Cloud screening in satellite imagery is essential for enabling retrievals of atmospheric and
surface properties. For climate data record (CDR) generation, cloud screening must be balanced,
so both false cloud-free and false cloudy retrievals are minimized. Many methods used in recent
CDRs show signs of clear-conservative cloud screening leading to overestimated cloudiness. This
study presents a new cloud screening approach for Advanced Very-High-Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) and Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) imagery based on the
Bayesian discrimination theory. The method is trained on high-quality cloud observations from the
Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) lidar onboard the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite. The method delivers results
designed for optimally balanced cloud screening expressed as cloud probabilities together with
information on for which clouds (minimum cloud optical thickness) the probabilities are valid. Cloud
screening characteristics over 28 different Earth surface categories were estimated. Using independent
CALIOP observations (including all observed clouds) in 2010 for validation, the total global hit rates
for AVHRR data and the SEVIRI full disk were 82% and 85%, respectively. High-latitude oceans had
the best performance, with a hit rate of approximately 93%. The results were compared to the CM
SAF cLoud, Albedo, and surface RAdiation dataset from AVHRR data–second edition (CLARA-A2)
CDR and showed general improvements over most global regions. Notably, the Kuipers’ Skill Score
improved, verifying a more balanced cloud screening. The new method will be used to prepare
the new CLARA-A3 and CLAAS-3 (CLoud property dAtAset using SEVIRI, Edition 3) CDRs in the
EUMETSAT Climate Monitoring Satellite Application Facility (CM SAF) project.

Keywords: probabilistic cloud mask; climate data records; CM SAF; AVHRR; SEVIRI

1. Introduction

Cloud masking is an essential first processing step for most retrievals of geophysical parameters
based on radiance measurements from passive satellite imagery. It is essential for many different
applications, including the retrieval of surface parameters, atmospheric (‘clear air’) properties, and
cloud properties. As the satellite observation records gradually grow in temporal length, some of them
now covering more than four decades, climate monitoring is becoming another important application.
The generation of climate data records (CDRs) is imposing special requirements on the generated
datasets, which are quite different from the requirements put on the standard environmental data
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records (EDRs) produced in real-time or near-real-time. However, despite different requirements
for different purposes, the same cloud masking approaches are often used regardless of application.
Examples of this are given in [1–5], providing climate monitoring applications based on real-time
or near-real-time cloud screening methods. Some schemes introduce increased flexibility [6–10],
but no method focuses exclusively on the climate monitoring task. In this paper, we address the
disadvantages associated with using similar methods in both real-time and climate monitoring
applications. We propose an alternative cloud screening method, which is more suitable for climate
monitoring applications, but which is still flexible enough for also being used in real-time applications.

The most serious problem with the use of standard and well-proven (in real-time applications)
cloud screening methods for climate monitoring purposes is that most methods have initially been
developed to serve surface parameter estimation applications. The classic example is cloud screening
methods for sea surface temperature (SST) estimations [11]. Here, any presence of thin (and cold)
clouds in areas declared as being cloud-free will result in a cold SST bias. Consequently, the cloud
screening methods used for this purpose have been tailored to reduce the risk of producing cloud-free
areas that still contain clouds; in other words, they are “clear-conservative” methods. The endeavor to
minimize the probability of falsely labeling cloudy skies as clear, unfortunately, leads to an increased
likelihood of falsely retrieving clouds when they are not present. Notice also that this clear-conservative
approach could unfortunately have negative impact on retrievals of other parameters than SST. For
example, aerosol optical depths might risk being underestimated since areas with high aerosol loads
might now risk being falsely classified as clouds [12].

We conclude that these clear-conservative methods generally cause an overestimation of mean
cloudiness if they are used for cloud CDR production. Examples of such overestimations are reported
in [3,5,13,14] and confirmed by the comparisons with surface-based (SYNOP) observations and cloud
lidar data from space (CALIPSO-CALIOP data). We conclude that cloud screening methods optimized
for surface parameter retrievals are not necessarily optimal methods to be used for climate monitoring
of cloud occurrence and cloud properties.

Consequently, there is a need for methods that aim at reproducing the most accurate mean
cloudiness, by reasonably balancing false labeling of both clear-sky and cloudy cases. This paper
presents a method for cloud screening that can be optimized for climate monitoring purposes, while
being flexible enough for serving surface parameter retrieval applications. The method uses the
Bayesian theory, which provides cloud mask information based on cloud probabilities.

The usefulness of a cloud CDR increases if results are well-characterized and include uncertainty
measures. For this reason, the method has been trained in a semi-automatic iterative manner to
establish a detailed description of cloud detection capabilities over different Earth surfaces. Access to
high-quality information from CALIPSO-CALIOP measurements, regarding cloud presence and cloud
layer optical thicknesses, has been essential in achieving this goal.

Section 2 describes the satellite data used, the background theory, the data used to train the new
cloud masking method, and the principles used to achieve an optimal cloud screening over various
Earth surfaces. Section 3 describes achieved results and validation results based on independent data
followed by a discussion and conclusion in Sections 4 and 5.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Satellite Data

The passive imagery component from polar-orbiting platforms comprises data from the Advanced
Very-High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). This sensor provides measurements in six spectral bands:
Two visible bands at 0.6 µm and 0.9 µm, one near-infrared band at 1.6 µm, one short-wave infrared
band at 3.7 µm, and two infrared bands at 11 µm and 12 µm. The spatial resolution is 1.1 km at nadir,
but here we used the reduced resolution (approximately 4 km at nadir) global area coverage (GAC)
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version of these measurements, since only GAC measurements are available on a global scale over the
whole observation period (since 1979).

The polar-orbiting NOAA and Metop satellites, carrying AVHRR, operate nominally in pairs with
one satellite in a morning orbit (i.e., with daytime local equator crossing time in the morning) and one
satellite in an afternoon orbit. This constellation gives approximately four observations per day at the
equator but an increasing number of observations with latitude (due to overlapping swaths), reaching a
maximum of 28 observations per day at the poles. However, orbital drift effects and a variable lifetime
of the sensors and satellites have caused large deviations from this nominal number of observations
per day. However, due to technical achievements resulting in longer lifetimes of individual satellites,
the frequency of observations has increased substantially during the last two decades.

The geostationary imagery component used in this study is taken from the Spinning Enhanced
Visible Infra-Red Imager (SEVIRI) carried by the METEOSAT satellites operated by the European
Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT). This sensor is a 12-channel
sensor with 11 narrow-band visible, near-infrared, short-wave infrared, and infrared channels and
one broad-band visible channel, covering the spectral range 0.6 to 13 µm. In this study, we used the
narrow bands corresponding to the six heritage AVHRR channels mentioned earlier plus the infrared
channel at 8.7 µm. The horizontal resolution at the sub-satellite point (nominally at the equator at the
Greenwich meridian) was 3 km, and the revisiting observation time interval was 15 min.

High-quality cloud observations are available from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal
Polarization (CALIOP) sensor. This sensor is carried by the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite. We used CALIOP observations to train and validate the
cloud screening method. Sections 2.3–2.9 describe the training procedure, the CALIOP-based products,
and the full extent of the training dataset in more detail.

2.2. Basic Theory—The Naïve Bayesian Classifier

The developed method is a further extension of previous work described in [8,15]. Here, it is
sufficient to recall the fundamental equation for the Naïve Bayesian classifier formulated as

P
(
cloudy

∣∣∣F) = P(cloudy)
∏

i P( fi
∣∣∣∣cloudy)

P(F)
(1)

where
F is a vector of satellite radiances or image features (e.g., brightness temperature differences or

reflectances),
P(cloudy|F) is the posteriori conditional probability that it is cloudy when given F,
P(cloudy) is the overall probability (climatological mean) that is cloudy,
P( fi

∣∣∣cloudy) is the conditional probability that image feature fi (i.e., one specific component of F)
occurs given it is cloudy,

P(F) is the overall probability that any given value of F would occur.
Equation (1) is a simplification of a more general expression for the calculation of probabilities,

formally denoted as the Bayes’ Theorem. This particular simplification is valid if no strong correlation
exists between individual image features. In that case, Bayes’ Theorem reduces to a multiplication of
individual feature probabilities, which is computationally much easier to handle than the more general
expression, including all feature covariances. The multiplied conditional probabilities can be estimated
using appropriate reference cloud observations, in this case from CALIPSO-CALIOP. The applicability
of Equation (1) for cloud screening in satellite imagery has been demonstrated by [3,6,8,15]. The
following section describes a further extension of the methodology seeking an improved and optimal
training of the classifier.
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2.3. Constrained Training over Different Earth Surfaces

The aforementioned Bayesian methods have generally compiled their required spectral feature
statistics over different geographical regions. The purpose has been to find an appropriate classification
performance avoiding overly broad statistical feature distributions that otherwise would occur if
using globally merged statistics. More clearly, this is necessary to allow for varying spectral behavior
of certain cloud types depending on the underlying surface (e.g., semi-transparent cirrus clouds).
However, previous methods have not (or only in a minimal way) taken into account that not all clouds
are detectable in passive imagery. For instance, the sensitivity to very thin clouds is significantly better
in the referenced CALIOP observations than in passive imagery. This limited sensitivity of AVHRR
data is particularly important over very bright surfaces, such as over snow cover or deserts, where
very thin clouds (especially ice clouds), with detectability below the threshold, would effectively have
similar spectral signatures as the underlying surface in passive imagery. In practice, this means that the
optically thinnest clouds detected over bright surfaces will not have the same optical cloud properties
as the thinnest detectable clouds over dark surfaces, e.g., over oceans. Conditions are generally similar
at night: Very thin clouds may be indistinguishable from the surface, especially if cloud temperatures
are close to surface temperatures. Such conditions lead to substantial differences in cloud properties for
the thinnest clouds detected over the ice-free ocean compared to the corresponding thinnest detectable
clouds over cold land surfaces.

In this study, we used CALIPSO-CALIOP cloud observations and validation tools, previously
developed for evaluating cloud products derived from passive imagery [16,17], to discern which
clouds, based on their optical thickness, are detectable over various surfaces. This information is
crucial for any quantitative use of the derived cloud information in cloud climate data records (e.g., for
evaluation of simulated cloudiness in climate models). The significant advantage of using CALIOP
observations as the reference is that they not only provide information about the existence of clouds,
but also information about the optical thickness of clouds [18]. This information (although restricted to
the cloud optical thickness interval 0–5) can then be used to examine the ability for methods based
on passive imagery to detect clouds with a particular optical thickness over different Earth surfaces,
as demonstrated in [16,17]. We showed that by utilizing the same methods and data, we specified
optimal training conditions for statistical classifiers like the Naïve Bayesian method.

2.4. Finding the Thinnest Clouds with Acceptable Detectability

We first assumed that the efficiency of cloud detection is a monotonously increasing function of a
cloud’s optical thickness. This relationship appears obvious and perfectly valid over a dark surface,
like the ice-free ocean in the absence of sunglint and an aerosol-loaded atmosphere. However, it is also
a reasonable assumption over bright and cold surfaces, even though the relation should be weaker here.
For example, at night, we might have some clouds that will remain undetected regardless of their cloud
optical thickness if they have similar thermal characteristics as the underlying surface. Nonetheless,
most of the clouds will still show some detection dependency on the cloud optical thickness.

We also assumed that the minimum requirement, or expectation, for a cloud masking method is
that it should at least detect more clouds than it misses. In other words, the probability of detection
(POD) of a real cloud should be higher than 50%. Recalling that the efficiency of cloud detection should
be a monotonously increasing function of cloud optical thickness, we should then try to locate the
lowest cloud optical thickness value where POD is equal or larger than 50%. This particular optical
thickness value has previously been defined as the Cloud Detection Sensitivity parameter (CDS) in [17].
We used this parameter in an iterative way to find the optimal performance over different Earth
surfaces of our Naïve Bayesian cloud screening method. We can formalize this further by introducing
the Hit Rate, HR, as described by Table 1 and Equation (2):

HR(τthr) =
a + d

a + b + c + d
(2)
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Table 1. Contingency matrix for the number of Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
Observations (CALIPSO)-Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) cloudy and
cloud-free observations versus predicted observations from any cloud masking method.

CALIPSO- CALIOP Observed

Algorithm Predicted

Scenario Cloud-Free Cloudy

Cloud-free
(or τ < τthr)

a b

Cloudy
(τ > τthr)

c d

Notice here that we use a generic definition of cloudy and cloud-free cases from CALIOP
observations when we decide on cloud occurrence depending on the clouds’ minimum optical
thickness, τthr. In other words, cloudy cases can be either all clouds observed by CALIOP or a subset of
all clouds, where clouds are relabeled as cloud-free if the optical depth is lower than a threshold value.

Furthermore, using the notation introduced in Table 1, we can define the POD quantity as

POD =
d

c + d
(3)

Equation (3) describes the general case based on all cases described in Table 1. We can also restrict
this quantity to be valid only for clouds with a specific cloud optical thickness τ:

POD(τ) =
d′

c′ + d′
(4)

In this case, the primed quantities exclusively describe CALIOP-observed clouds with a particular
value of τ:

The HR and POD quantities are our primary measures of cloud detection efficiency. In particular,
we want to find that particular cloud optical thickness τmin for which POD(τ) first equals or exceeds
0.5 (50%) when investigating the performance over increasing cloud optical thicknesses (expressed
by an increasing τthr value) over a particular Earth surface. In other words, we want to define the
reduced CALIOP cloud mask, compared to the unrestricted cloud mask with every optical thickness
represented, that best fits the cloud detection capability of our method.

The cloud optical thickness threshold τmin used for that particular reduced CALIOP cloud mask
is then our CDS value. To make this clearer, we illustrate how we find this value in Figure 1. This
figure plots the HR results of an arbitrary cloud detection method X as a function of the thresholded
optical thickness value τthr of the reduced CALIOP cloud mask. We assume this curve to be valid
when we have enough matchups with CALIOP. The leftmost position in Figure 1 (i.e., for zero value
of τthr) defines HR results when using the original unrestricted CALIOP cloud mask for validation.
We notice that when we start to reduce the CALIOP cloud mask, i.e., by increasing τthr values, the
HR values first increase rapidly. The reason for this is that clouds with optical thicknesses below
this threshold value, which were previously missed by the method, are now revalued from missed
clouds to correctly determined clear cases by the CALIOP cloud mask reference (i.e., the latter now
redefined as representing cloud-free conditions). At the same time, there is a revaluation of correctly
classified cloudy cases now being labeled as false cloudy cases, but further inspection reveals that
these occurrences are very few and have a very small impact on the results. Thus, the total effect is
increasing HR values.

However, at a certain point, increasing the optical thickness threshold no longer increases the HR.
For even higher optical thickness values, HR starts to drop again so that there is a peak HR value of the
resulting curve. The maximum HR based on all matchups is close to 0.83 in this example case (Figure 1).
The reason for the HR values decreasing for a further increase in optical thickness threshold is that an
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increasing number of correctly identified clouds are now revalued as falsely identified clouds. Where
the HR starts to decrease, the ‘erroneously’ revalued clouds now outnumber the undetected clouds. In
practice, it means that precisely at the peak of the HR curve, we have 50% correctly classified and 50%
misclassified cloudy cases for a cloud with the optical thickness given by the corresponding optical
thickness threshold. In other words, POD(τmin) is 50%. Thus, here we get the best representation of the
(restricted) CALIOP cloud mask according to our validation method and, consequently, the highest
HR value for the investigated cloud detection method. This corresponding value of the thresholded
optical thickness is the CDS value.
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Figure 1. Cloud detection efficiency, as described by the Hit Rate (HR, giving the percentage of correct
clear and cloudy cases compared to all cases) for an arbitrary cloud detection method X. These results
are expressed as a function of CALIOP-filtered cloud masks with discrete optical thickness (τthr)
thresholding steps. The results are estimated on cloud optical thickness intervals of 0.05 up to an optical
thickness of 0.5. Above this value, the interval distance increases to 0.1.

2.5. Constraining the Training of a Statistical Classifier Using the CDS Parameter

Unfortunately, it is not enough to know the CDS value for making our results more easily
understandable and more quantitatively useful when evaluating a probabilistic cloud masking method.
The problem is that when training our method using any particular restricted CALIOP cloud mask, i.e.,
a mask resulting after applying a specific cloud optical thickness threshold, we would always be able
to find a certain CDS value of that method when validating against all possible restricted CALIOP
cloud masks. Thus, it is still not obvious which restricted CALIOP cloud mask to choose for training in
order to ultimately get the best results.

We have chosen to solve this problem by requiring the following:

CDS ≈ τthr_training (5)

This means that the validation-derived CDS value has to agree (exactly or at least approximately)
with the cloud optical thickness threshold τthr in the restricted CALIOP cloud mask being used for
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training. In other words, we want to use that restricted CALIOP cloud mask in our training that is best
reproduced (by peaking HR values) by our resulting image-based cloud mask.

In the ideal case, the method would then perfectly reproduce this restricted cloud mask and
achieve the highest possible HR value, HR = 1.0, at this particular τthr. However, in reality, peak HR
values seldom exceed 0.9. Notice also that if Equation (5) is valid (or approximately valid), it means
that we have not only found that particular CALIOP cloud mask, which is best reproduced by our
method. We have also ensured that a cloud probability threshold of 50% is always applicable over this
particular Earth surface to create a binary cloud mask (which is required by many applications) to get
optimal results. The latter is a consequence of the meaning of the peak in the HR curve in Figure 1 and
the assumption of a monotonously increasing POD as a function of cloud layer optical thickness τ.
Notably, in this context, a 50% cloud probability threshold has also been used to validate the cloud
mask (i.e., for computing the HR-value) during this iterative process.

The use of this kind of cloud mask (i.e., cloud probabilities converted to a binary cloud mask
at cloud probability 50%) would be optimal in the climate monitoring sense since it minimizes, in a
balanced manner, misclassifications of both cloudy and clear cases. Such a cloud mask would be a
definite improvement for users who otherwise may struggle with the problem of having to adjust
their cloud probability threshold over different Earth surfaces for various applications when creating a
binary cloud mask. Additionally, the probabilistic cloud mask product is flexible, such that applications
requiring a more restrictive clear or cloud conservative cloud mask, can still adjust the threshold to
either a lower or higher value than the optimal value at 50%.

By applying this strategy, we have also reduced the risk of overfitting our method, i.e., erroneously
including truly sub-visible clouds. More clearly, if we would have trained against a CALIOP cloud
mask that included clouds impossible to detect with passive imagery features, we would likely have
produced a cloud mask very different from the one used for training. The reason would be that,
for clouds with the lowest optical thicknesses in the CALIOP cloud mask, the spectral signature
would be very similar to the cloud-free surface. Results would then be noisy, and the distribution of
resulting cloud-free and cloudy pixels in this cloud optical thickness interval would become unrealistic.
Consequently, such a CALIOP cloud mask is not likely to be selected as our optimal CDS value if
following our selection strategy. Nevertheless, this reasoning is only valid for regions where sub-visible
clouds are in the minority compared to all other clouds. Exceptional cases might occur in the tropics
where sub-visible clouds can be relatively frequent, and where our method may still show some
overfitting behavior just because of the high frequency of sub-visible clouds. This exception will be
discussed further in Section 4.

We conclude that the ability to tie results from this method to a specific CDS value that is unique
for each Earth surface could facilitate the quantitative use of the results in various applications. The
resulting optimal CDS values over different surfaces are presented in Section 3.1.

2.6. Specification of Different Earth Surface Categories

An essential part of this method is to define homogeneous surface categories over the globe to
achieve the best possible cloud screening results. The ideal method would be to train every individual
grid point or pixel but limited global CALIPSO-CALIOP coverage (only observing in nadir) requires
a limited number of surface categories in order to achieve statistical significance for the monitored
spectral signatures. Also, training for individual grid points would certainly be risky in climate
monitoring applications since it assumes that conditions are more or less static. For example, a position
may change from permanent ice-cover to ice-free conditions later on (after the period with training
data), which leads to problems because of a lack of the appropriate spectral statistics for that position.
Table 2 gives an overview of all 28 surface categories used for training and final cloud screening.
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Table 2. The surface categories used for training and final cloud screening. Used abbreviations:
NH = Northern Hemisphere, SH = Southern Hemisphere, SST = Sea Surface Temperatures, LST = Land
Surface Temperatures. See text for further details.

SURFACE NAME Surface id Short Description

Marginal sea ice high latitudes G1 Sea ice concentrations in the range 15–90%

Sea ice high latitudes G2 Sea ice concentrations above 90%

Ocean polar north G3 Ice-free ocean in NH with SSTs below 5 ◦C

Ocean high latitude north G4 Ice-free ocean in NH with SSTs in the range 5–12 ◦C

Ocean mid latitude north G5 Ocean in NH with SSTs in the range 12–22 ◦C

Ocean tropical G6 Ocean with SSTs above 22 ◦C

Ocean mid latitude south G7 Ocean in SH with SSTs in the range 12–22 ◦C

Ocean high latitude south G8 Ice-free ocean in SH with SSTs in the range 5–12 ◦C

Ocean polar south G9 Ice-free ocean in SH with SSTs below 5 ◦C

Land dry homogeneous G10 Deserts and adjacent dry regions (no rough terrain
or snow)

Land homogeneous extra tropical G11 Homogenous land with vegetation and LSTs below
12 ◦C

Land homogeneous extra tropical seasonal snow G12 Homogenous land with vegetation, seasonal snow
cover, and LSTs below 12 ◦C

Land homogeneous extra tropical permanent snow G13 Homogeneous land with permanent snow cover

Land dry rough G14 Deserts and adjacent dry regions in rough terrain
(no snow)

Land rough extra tropical G15 Land with vegetation over rough terrain and with
LSTs below 12 ◦C

Land rough extra tropical seasonal snow G16 Land with vegetation over rough terrain with
seasonal snow and LSTs below 12 ◦C

Land rough extra tropical permanent snow G17 Extratropical land over rough terrain with
permanent snow cover

Land homogeneous tropical G18 Homogenous land with vegetation and LSTs above
12 ◦C

Land rough tropical G19 Land over rough terrain with vegetation and LSTs
above 12 ◦C

Ocean polar north sunglint G20 Arctic ice-free ocean with no sunglint and SSTs below
5 ◦C

Ocean high latitude north sunglint G21 Ice-free ocean in NH with no sunglint and SSTs in the
interval 5–12 ◦C

Ocean mid latitude north sunglint G22 Ocean in NH with no sunglint and SSTs in the
interval 12–22 ◦C

Ocean tropical sunglint G23 Tropical ocean with sunglint and SSTs above 22 ◦C

Ocean mid latitude south sunglint G24 Ocean in SH with sunglint and SSTs in the interval
12–22 ◦C

Ocean high latitude south sunglint G25 Ice-free ocean in SH with sunglint and SSTs in the
interval 5–12 ◦C

Ocean polar south sunglint G26 Ice-free ocean in SH with no sunglint and SSTs below
5 ◦C

Coast extra tropical G27 Coastal areas with LSTs below 12 ◦C

Coast tropical G28 Coastal areas with LSTs above 12 ◦C

The definition of the surface categories had to be performed with care. We wanted the spectral
signatures of clouds and land surfaces to differ significantly over each chosen surface while they should
also preferentially differ from corresponding signatures over other surfaces. For the surface definitions,
we used the following data, tools, and criteria:

• The 1 km land cover characterization from the United States Geological Survey (USGS, [19]) was
used to separate land and ocean surfaces.
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• The Global 30 arc seconds topography database GTOPO30 (https://www.usgs.gov/centers/eros/
science/usgs-eros-archive-digital-elevation-global-30-arc-second-elevation-gtopo30?qtscience_
center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects) was used to separate homogeneous and rough
(mountainous) terrain.

• The products OSI-450 and OSI-430b from the Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility
(OSISAF) project [20] provided sea ice concentrations.

• The ERA5 reanalysis dataset [21] provided snow occurrence and land surface temperature.
• The separation between dry and vegetated land surfaces was made based on surface emissivity

information provided by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
MYD11C3 product (https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/products/myd11c3v006/). Results were aggregated
into climatologies with a monthly temporal resolution before being used during training.

• The coastal zone was defined using the fraction of land calculated from the USGS 1 km land
cover information in an 11 × 11 USGS pixel neighborhood. Results were remapped to the closest
AVHRR or SEVIRI pixel and pixels with fraction of land larger than 25% but less than 90% were
regarded as coastal. Notice also that areas in the vicinity to rivers or small lakes may be classified
as coastal.

Observe that the ambition is to be able to process the entire AVHRR data record (starting in
1979) with this method. Thus, the used ancillary datasets should preferably cover this period without
any gaps or discontinuities. This explains why, generally, datasets with better horizontal resolution
but limited temporal coverage were not chosen (with the exception of the emissivity dataset where
long-term datasets were missing).

Crucially, we entirely avoided fixed geographical boundaries (e.g., defined by latitude and
longitude coordinates) when defining regions. Instead, we let existing thermal conditions decide
whether we had tropical, sub-tropical, extratropical, or Arctic/Antarctic conditions. Although the
choice of temperature limits was somewhat arbitrary, we believe that they give a realistic description
of how temperature zones vary dynamically on both the short and long time scales. Using regions
based on temperature limits instead of geophysical coordinates avoids potential discontinuities in the
retrieved cloud climatologies. This make conditions within the defined Earth surface categories more
homogeneous, which improves the applicability of the cloud screening method.

Sunglint conditions have been estimated based on the criterion for Phong specular reflection [22].
Sunglints appear when the angular difference between the satellite viewing angle and the reflection
angle for Phong specular reflection is smaller than 27 degrees (empirically derived).

Retrievals along the coast are problematic. As opposed to all other regions where the underlying
surface is either land or sea, many pixels in coastal areas contain information from both. The mixed
composition within a pixel, together with uncertainties in navigation, and in the land mask used,
may lead to spurious and false cloud patterns along coastlines or rivers. The use of coastal categories
mitigates the problems mentioned above, but the disadvantage is that cloud probabilities are now
generally more uncertain (i.e., closer to 50%) along coastlines and rivers. However, this correctly
reflects a higher uncertainty in the results over these surfaces.

2.7. Selected Image Features in AVHRR and SEVIRI Imagery

The choice of image features used for cloud screening from the original spectral channels of
the AVHRR and SEVIRI sensors was based on many years of experience with cloud masking from
passive imagery [1,23,24]. We largely followed the approach outlined in [15], but some extensions
were introduced, especially for the adaptation to SEVIRI data. Tables 3 and 4 list the different image
features used (day and night, respectively), the associated spectral channels, and the main contribution
to cloud screening from each image feature.

https://www.usgs.gov/centers/eros/science/usgs-eros-archive-digital-elevation-global-30-arc-second-elevation-gtopo30?qtscience_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://www.usgs.gov/centers/eros/science/usgs-eros-archive-digital-elevation-global-30-arc-second-elevation-gtopo30?qtscience_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://www.usgs.gov/centers/eros/science/usgs-eros-archive-digital-elevation-global-30-arc-second-elevation-gtopo30?qtscience_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/products/myd11c3v006/
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Table 3. Chosen image features for daytime cloud screening of Advanced Very-High-Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) and Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) scenes and their
main contributions. Spectral channels are described with their central wavelengths.

Image Feature Name Spectral Channels
AVHRR

Spectral Channels
SEVIRI

Composition and Importance for
Cloud Screening

Rvis
0.63 µm (land)

or
0.86 µm (ocean)

0.63 µm (land)
or

0.81 µm (ocean)

Visible reflectances.
Identification of bright clouds over dark
Earth surfaces

Rswir_3a 0.63 µm and 1.61 µm 0.63 µm and 1.64 µm

Reflectance quota between the two channels.
Identification of clouds with significant
reflection in the visible near-infrared infrared
region (in particular water clouds and thick
multi-layered clouds over
snow-covered surfaces)

Rvis37 3.74 µm 3.92 µm

Short-wave infrared reflectances.
Identification of clouds with significant
reflection in the short-wave infrared region
(water clouds and thick multi-layered clouds)

Rswir_3b 3.74 µm and 12.0 µm 3.92 µm and 12.0 µm
Difference between brightness temperatures
in the two channels.
Identification of thin cirrus clouds.

Tirdiff 10.8 µm 10.8 µm

Difference between brightness temperatures
and surface (skin) temperatures from ERA5.
Identification of clouds colder than
Earth surfaces

Tmirdiff - 8.70 µm and 10.8 µm

Difference between brightness temperatures
in the two channels.
Contributes to the identification of fog due to
different behavior of liquid water clouds and
Earth surfaces in the two channels.

Texture_day 0.63 µm and 10.8 µm 0.63 µm and 10.8 µm

Sum of local variances (in 3 × 3 pixel
windows) of reflectances and
brightness temperatures.
Identification of small cloud elements
(fractional cumulus or cirrus) exclusively
over ocean surfaces (i.e., well away from
coasts and islands).

Table 4. Chosen image features for night-time cloud screening of AVHRR and SEVIRI scenes and their
main contributions. Spectral channels are described with their central wavelengths.

Image Feature Name Spectral Channels
AVHRR

Spectral Channels
SEVIRI

Composition and Importance for
Cloud Screening

Tirdiff 10.8 µm 10.8 µm

Difference between brightness temperatures
and surface (skin) temperatures from ERA5.
Identification of clouds colder than
Earth surfaces

Twdiff 3.74 µm and 10.8 µm 3.92 µm and 10.8 µm
Difference between brightness temperatures
in the two channels.
Contributes to identification of water clouds.

Tcidiff 10.8 µm and 12.0 µm 10.8 µm and 12.0 µm
Difference between brightness temperatures
in the two channels.
Contributes to identification of thin ice clouds.

Tmirdiff - 8.70 µm and 10.8 µm

Difference between brightness temperatures
in the two channels.
Contributes to identification of fog due to
different behavior of liquid water clouds and
Earth surfaces in the two channels.

Texture_night 3.74 µm, 10.8 µm and
12.0 µm

3.92 µm, 10.8 µm and
12.0 µm

Sum of local variances (in 3 × 3 pixel
windows) for the brightness temperature at
10.8 µm and for the difference between 3.74
(or 3.92) µm and 12.0 µm brightness
temperatures.
Identification of small cloud elements
(fractional cumulus or cirrus) exclusively
over ocean surfaces.

2D_Tirdiff_Twdiff 3.74 µm and 12.0 µm 3.92 µm and 12.0 µm

Two-dimensional combination of the Tirdiff
and Twdiff image features. Secures a
constrained use of the two features (see text
for explanation).
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A lack of the 8.7 µm channel and the alternating availability of 1.61 µm and 3.74 µm for the
AVHRR sensor means that only 4 or 5 image features can be used simultaneously during the daytime
and nighttime, while for SEVIRI, all described features can be used. For SEVIRI data, this can easily be
handled theoretically (see Equation (1)) and may lead to further improved results as long as features
do not show strong correlations. The method has been applied successfully to data from other sensors
(e.g., the MODIS and VIIRS sensors, [25,26]), but these results are not covered here.

Notice that the Tirdiff and Twdiff features can be used either independently during the day or
constrained during the night according to the 2D_Tirdiff_Twdiff feature. The reason for the coupling
of the two features at night emerged after observing that these features often neutralize or contradict
each other in cold situations. One disadvantage of the Naïve Bayesian classifier is that if one single
feature has near-zero probabilities, it may dominate image features to yield low probabilities even
if all other image features would give high cloud probabilities. In this particular case, the problem
often occurs for inversion-capped boundary layer water clouds over very cold (often snow-covered)
land surfaces in the winter season. Even if the Twdiff feature gives high probabilities for a cloud
in this situation, it can be completely neutralized by the Tirdiff feature since these clouds are often
substantially warmer than the surface in this feature (i.e., clouds are generally colder than the surface).
By introducing this two-dimensional feature, we can reduce this problem.

2.8. Solving Problems with AVHRR Data Representativity in the Available CALIPSO Matchup Dataset

The access to reference observations from the CALIPSO-CALIOP lidar is a tremendous asset for the
development and validation of cloud screening methods from passive imagery (e.g., as demonstrated
in [16,17]). However, there are two critical aspects of the CALIOP observations to take into account for
the development of a successful cloud processing method that aim to be used operationally under all
conditions:

1. CALIOP matchups with AVHRR and SEVIRI observations are only possible during nadir
overpasses (from the CALIPSO perspective);

2. CALIPSO is orbiting in an afternoon orbit (with equator crossing time in the ascending mode
near 13:30 Local Time).

Both limitations lead to the fact that collocations and matchups with global coverage can only
be realized with data from polar satellites orbiting in an afternoon orbit similar to that of CALIPSO.
Consequently, polar satellites in any other orbit can only be collocated with CALIPSO at very high
latitudes (near 70 degrees of latitude). This aspect has three serious consequences when it comes to
the prospects of training a cloud screening method to be applied to AVHRR data from polar-orbiting
sun-synchronous satellites:

1. Training of cloud screening methods utilizing data from the 1.6 µm channel (i.e., channel 3a) can
only be done at very high latitudes since AVHRR sensors with this channel mainly operates in
morning orbits.

2. Since near-nadir viewing angles dominate the global AVHRR-CALIOP matchups, training data
are mostly missing for medium to high viewing angles.

3. Training of sunglint signatures is severely restricted since global CALIPSO matchups require
small satellite viewing angles for the AVHRR sensor at a local observation time several hours
apart from noon (thus excluding the occurrence of specular reflection of the sun in the field of
view of collocated data).

The following sub-sections describe our strategies for solving or mitigating the problems listed
above. Importantly, the angular viewing conditions for matching CALIOP observations with SEVIRI
data are much more advantageous due to the high temporal resolution of imagery from the geostationary
platform. Consequently, all three aspects above can easily be dealt with when collocating with SEVIRI
data. However, it is clear that with CALIPSO being a satellite in the A-train constellation, with its
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main observations made in the early afternoon and the middle of the night, it will be challenging to
cover all illumination conditions, regardless of whether training with polar or geostationary data. The
twilight cases will be poorly represented over low-to-moderate latitudes and not at all considered in
the tropical regions.

2.8.1. Training with 1.6 µm Channel Data

The main problem here is that, due to condition 1 above, we cannot train our method efficiently
over dry surfaces (i.e., deserts and other regions with sparse vegetation) where we know that this
channel measures high surface reflectances, which may be confused with cloud reflectances for some
type of clouds. However, another sensor operating in a polar orbit similar to NOAA and Metop
satellites and measuring in this spectral band is the MODIS sensor. Furthermore, if we restrict our
interest to the MODIS sensor on the Aqua satellite (officially known as the EOS PM-1 satellite), we find
that MODIS measurements are already closely tied to the CALIPSO orbit in the A-train constellation.
Matchup conditions are excellent with an approximate 1-min time difference between the MODIS
and CALIOP observation. It is also clear that the spectral response functions for this channel on the
AVHRR and MODIS sensors are quite similar (Figure 2). Even though they are not identical, they are
both well within a region with high atmospheric transmissivity (atmospheric window) in the spectral
region 1.5–1.8 µm [27], which means that only surfaces with rapidly changing spectral reflectances
may differ noticeably in appearance in the two channels. Consequently, we have assumed that MODIS
measurements can reasonably well represent AVHRR measurements in this channel and we have
collocated MODIS with CALIPSO-CALIOP data for the global training of the spectral signatures
associated with this particular channel (i.e., linked to feature Rswir_3a in Table 3).
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Figure 2. Spectral responses in the spectral interval 1.1–2.1 µm for the 1.6 µm channels of AVHRR
(denoted channel 3a and here represented by the AVHRR of the Metop-A satellite) and MODIS (channel
6 on the MODIS/AQUA satellite).

2.8.2. Representing Measurements at High Viewing Angles

Two dominant effects make the spectral measurements at high viewing angles differ from
corresponding measurements in nadir:

1. Surfaces or clouds may reflect differently (anisotropically) at high angles;
2. The cloud-free atmosphere and thin clouds look more opaque at high angles.
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The first effect is difficult to handle (however, see discussion about sunglints in the next section),
but the impact is generally relatively small except at very high viewing angles near the swath edge.
Consequently, we have not compensated for this effect in the current version of the method.

The second effect (or at least the part related to the changed appearance of the cloud-free
atmosphere) is simulated by reformulating the image feature of interest so that it includes an implicit
dependency on the viewing angle. The method used here is the one introduced in [15], which takes
into account the impact of increasing viewing angles. Basically, the impact is largely the same as the
impact seen when measuring in an increasingly humid atmosphere. Thus, increasing viewing angles
leads to an increasing amount of absorbing gases (mainly water vapor) along the line of sight. For
infrared channels, it generally leads to lower measured radiances (i.e., lower brightness temperatures),
while for visible channels the effect can be neglected in most cases (except in the presence of heavy
aerosol loading in the troposphere). The reduction of temperatures also means that the probabilities of
detecting a cloud will change compared to the nadir case with warmer temperatures. The approach here
is to relate the image feature value for infrared features to a quantity that is a function of atmospheric
humidity. In this way, we would also get an implicit dependency on the viewing angle.

The probabilistic classifier, being developed as an alternative method to the cloud masking method
provided by the well-established Polar Platform System (PPS) software package for cloud processing
developed by the EUMETSAT Nowcasting Satellite Application Facility (NWC SAF) project, uses
the same prepared input data as PPS (from versions PPS 2014 and higher). The pre-calculated PPS
thresholds for the different infrared image features are all functions of the viewing angle, and thus of
the total moisture content in the measurement path through the atmosphere. Consequently, image
features involving the infrared channels in Tables 3 and 4 were all reformulated as a difference to
the pre-calculated PPS thresholds, which then enables an implicit dependency on viewing angles
and atmospheric water vapor. We illustrate the effect of this reformulation of image features in
Figure 3 for the Tcidiff feature in Table 4 (with statistics taken from the training dataset described
in more detail in Section 2.9). The figure shows the relation between the brightness temperature
differences in the 10.8 µm and 12.0 µm channels (Tcidiff) and the cloud occurrence deduced from
CALIPSO-CALIOP observations.Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 33 
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Figure 3. Cloud occurrence (or cloud frequency) histograms as a function of the original Tcidiff feature
(left) compared to the case of a reformulated Tcidiff feature formed as a difference to the PPS threshold
(right). The histograms are valid at night over tropical ocean surfaces. The Tcidiff value on the x-axis
in the left figure is positive when brightness temperatures at 11 µm are larger (warmer) than at 12 µm.
See text for further explanation.

When using the original form of this feature (Figure 3, left), we get near 100% cloud occurrence for
differences close to zero and differences that exceed approximately 4 K. Thus, the area with lower cloud
frequencies between the peaks spans an interval of almost 4 K. In the reformulated feature (Figure 3,
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right), the interval reduces to about 2 K, and the range of probability values are slightly enlarged,
which is favorable for the probabilistic classification process. The enlarged range of probabilities
is especially true for the leftmost part of the distribution. We interpret this as a primary effect of
better taking into account the cloud-free contribution from atmospheric water vapor emission in the
split-window channels. This emission creates a discernible temperature difference in the absence
of cirrus clouds, which explains the generally lower original cloud probabilities for temperature
differences below approximately 4 K in Figure 3 (left). The resulting distribution after the small
coordinate change in Figure 3 (right) now clearly separates thin cirrus clouds to the right in the plot
(for reformulated Tcidiff values above zero) from the opaque clouds in the left part of the plot with
cloud-free cases now concentrated around the threshold-subtracted value of around −1 K. Notice that
cloud occurrences from CALIPSO-CALIOP in this figure contain all CALIOP-observed clouds (thus,
including sub-visible clouds not detected from AVHRR measurements) over tropical ocean surfaces,
explaining why minimum cloud frequencies are still relatively high and not zero.

2.8.3. Treatment of Sunglints

As mentioned previously, it is difficult (or nearly impossible) to find AVHRR-CALIOP matchups
that include sunglint effects at the same time as requiring access to global collocations. The reason is
that when NOAA and CALIPSO satellite orbits are very closely aligned, the observations are always
near-nadir. Only very weak sunglints can be encountered primarily in windy conditions over the ocean
in these collocations, but the strong sunglints centered around the position for specular reflection will
always be well separated geometrically from matchup locations. For SEVIRI data, specular reflection
effects can always be included in the CALIOP matchups due to the high temporal resolution imagery
and the different viewing conditions from the geostationary platform.

However, there are special conditions under which stronger sunglints may appear in a small
subset of AVHRR/CALIOP matchups. These occur when the NOAA satellite orbits start drifting, thus
deviating from the orbital plane of CALIPSO. In the case of NOAA satellites, the satellites start to drift
at the time when new satellites are being launched and declared as prime satellites instead of the old
ones (since only prime NOAA satellites will undergo orbit corrections keeping the orbit stable).

During the short period of orbital decline, usually lasting a few years, AVHRR/CALIOP matchups
are possible at high AVHRR viewing angles since the CALIOP observations match the AVHRR near
the swath edges. As time progresses, the orbit drifts further, and the matchups become confined to
high latitudes only (similar to the conditions for morning orbit satellites). Thus, over a limited time
during this orbit transition process, it will be possible to encounter conditions with strong sunglint in
some AVHRR/CALIOP matchups.

We have been utilizing this ‘window’ of possible sunglint observations in matchups for the two
satellites NOAA-18 and NOAA-19. For NOAA-18, orbital drift started in 2010 (shortly after the launch
of NOAA-19 in 2009), producing matchups with high viewing angles in the following two years.
Similarly, NOAA-19 started drifting in 2013 (shortly after the launch of the Suomi-NPP satellite in
late 2011), producing matchups with high viewing angles in the following two years. We used these
time windows with high viewing angle conditions in matchups to train a sunglint signature for the
probabilistic classifier applied on afternoon orbit data.

For AVHRRs in the morning orbit, we had no chance of training for the sunglint signature at low
to middle latitudes. MODIS data cannot be used here either, since MODIS and CALIOP collocations
are both fixed to near-nadir conditions in the A-train constellation. Therefore, for necessity, we
exclusively used thermal features (here, the Tirdiff feature in Table 3) in sunglint conditions for the
morning satellites.

2.9. Final Training Dataset and Selection of Independent Validation Data

The following sub-sections provide details on training and validation data for the involved
AVHRR and SEVIRI sensors.
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2.9.1. AVHRR Training and Validation

We chose to concentrate AVHRR training to the period when global matchups based on
the afternoon NOAA-18 and NOAA-19 satellites were still possible. Therefore, collocations with
CALIPSO-CALIOP data started in October 2006 and ended in December 2015 when the number of
global AVHRR matchups was significantly reduced because of orbital drift.

The collected training and validation dataset provide reasonable global coverage for all seasons
during that period. Data from afternoon orbits make up of 6319 NOAA-18 and NOAA-19 AVHRR
GAC orbits and CALIOP pixels/samples at approximately 5 km horizontal resolution. The deduced
spectral signatures in the training dataset for afternoon orbit satellites were also used when applying
the method to morning orbit satellite data. However, they were here complemented with training
statistics derived from 4827 MODIS Aqua granules matched with CALIPSO-CALIOP in order to
cover also reflectances in the 1.6 µm channel, which were missing in the afternoon orbit dataset. This
particular MODIS channel showed some problems with missing data from broken detectors but enough
of training data could nevertheless be compiled. These MODIS-CALIOP collocations are from one
year (2010). A small subset of all theoretically possible MODIS-CALIOP matchups, from the 1st and
14th of each month, was used for this purpose. We used the CALIPSO-CALIOP Cloud Layer (CLAY)
product version 4.10 in all collocations and a more detailed description of this product is given in [28].
The constrained training (i.e., with image feature values being linked to PPS threshold information
rather than being used as standalone feature values) was based on results of the PPS software version
2018 [29]. Observation time differences for AVHRR and CALIPSO collocations were limited to 5
min. Matchups between MODIS and CALIPSO-CALIOP had a fixed time difference of approximately
one minute.

All the AVHRR-CALIOP collocations from 2010 constituted the independent validation dataset.
Thus, these data were not used for the training of the method. The reason for choosing this particular
year was that it offered global matchup data for both the NOAA-18 and NOAA-19 satellites before
being subject to significant orbital drift. It also allowed an independent but restricted (to high latitudes)
validation of data from one morning satellite (Metop-A).

In total, 29.8 million AVHRR-CALIOP matchups trained the method, complemented with
9.5 million MODIS-CALIOP matchups for the training based on the 1.6 µm channel measurements.
The corresponding numbers for the selected validation datasets were 5.7 million matchups from 822
afternoon orbits and 0.2 million matchups from 232 morning orbits.

2.9.2. SEVIRI Training and Validation

The likelihood of finding useful collocations between SEVIRI and CALIOP observations is much
better than for AVHRR due to the high repetition rate (15 min) of SEVIRI. This means that collocations
are possible every day instead of every third day for AVHRR. Also, collocations are possible for several
SEVIRI slots each day compared to only one or two orbits every third day for AVHRR. Consequently,
after using a maximum time difference of 7.5 min, we collected matchups for every single CALIOP
observation passing over the SEVIRI field of view.

We selected two years for training with SEVIRI data: 2010 from METEOSAT-9 and 2015 from
METEOSAT-10. As for MODIS data, we first extracted collocations from every 1st and 14th day in
2010 for METEOSAT-9. However, to increase the statistical significance, the training dataset was then
further extended with data from METEOSAT-10 in 2015 but now with data from every third day each
month, resulting in a total of approximately 3 million matchups extracted from 6529 SEVIRI scenes.

As an independent validation dataset, we picked one full month of SEVIRI data from July 2012.
This dataset contains 673,675 matchups from 1477 SEVIRI scenes.
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3. Results

In the following sub-sections, we provide results from estimation of CDS values, demonstration
of final cloud probability products, and from validation activities.

3.1. Determination of Cloud Detection Sensitivities over Different Earth Surfaces

The training of the probabilistic classifier included finding the appropriate optimal τthr_training
(CDS) values over different Earth surfaces in accordance with the previous discussion in Section 2.5.
The process of finding this CDS value means that we had to train our method iteratively by successively
shrinking CALIOP cloud masks as a consequence of increasing the filtering thresholding τthr value.
Based on all individual validation results, the optimal CDS solution was found for the case when CDS
equaled τthr (=τmin) for a particular restricted CALIOP cloud mask (i.e., satisfying Equation (5)). In
some cases, this condition was satisfied for several adjacent restricted CALIOP cloud masks. In this
scenario, the chosen CDS was the lowest τmin value provided where peak HR values are not decreasing.

This concept for selecting the optimal CDS value and for finding the best representation of the
CALIOP cloud mask worked best over dark and ice-free ocean surfaces. Figure 4 shows the daytime
(i.e., for solar zenith angles below 80 degrees) results for the category Ocean Polar South (category G9 in
Table 2). The different colored curves show HR results when the classifier was trained with different
restricted CALIOP cloud masks. It is clear that optimal results, i.e., when the τthr value at the peak
in HR equaled the τthr value for the restricted CALIOP cloud mask used for training, occurred for
τmin value 0.05. Thus, for this training condition, we got the highest peak in HR, and the CDS value
was 0.05. It means that over the Southern Hemisphere ice-free polar ocean, our method is capable of
detecting clouds down to an optical thickness of 0.05 with a detection efficiency of at least 50%. These
results are also valid at night and for the corresponding category on the northern hemisphere (not
shown). Notice that we got the highest HR peaks (near 95%) of all available categories for the two
Ocean Polar categories (i.e., Ocean Polar south and Ocean Polar north). It is clear that for an ice-free
ocean surface with a clean atmosphere (i.e., low aerosol and moisture contents), cloud detection works
very efficiently, mainly leaving only errors caused by collocation errors and sub-pixel cloud effects (as
discussed in [17]).
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Results were also promising giving the same τmin value for other ocean categories (including
ocean categories with sunglint—see Table 5) but peak HR values slowly decreased with latitude. An
exception was the Tropical Ocean category for which τmin decreased to 0.1. This is illustrated in Figure 5
for surface G6 Tropical Ocean at night. The humid atmospheric conditions here can explain the slight
degradation of results. The high moisture content in the Tropics risks being misinterpreted as thin
cirrus, and the moister the atmosphere, the more significant the risk. Results at daytime for this
category were similar (Table 5), but here it was clear that factors (e.g., varying aerosol loads) other than
simply cloud optical thickness also played a role since peak HR values were often as high or higher for
both lower and higher τthr values than the actual value used for training.
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Figure 5. Validation results (Hit Rate) for the probabilistic classifier as a function of successively
reduced (i.e., filtered with value τthr) CALIOP cloud masks for surface category Tropical Ocean with SSTs
above 22 ◦C (category G6 in Table 2) during the night. The curves with thicker widths show training
conditions with possible τmin values satisfying the selection criteria in Equation (5) (see the text for
further explanation).

Considering land surface categories, we can first study the daytime and night-time results for
vegetated (non-dry) extra-tropical land areas (Figure 6) as defined by category G11 in Table 2. Similar
to the G6 results during the daytime, the curves (Figure 6, left) failed to achieve distinct peaks in HR
for approximately similar τmin values. Our current results indicate that there is a solution for τmin 0.45,
but many curves in the τthr interval 0.2–0.4 are also close to being chosen. However, at night (Figure 6,
right), we find a robust solution at τmin 0.25, also yielding a slightly higher peak HR values than the
daytime results. The conditions where a good solution is more difficult to find during daytime may
relate to the fact that this surface category was not as homogeneous as the previously discussed ocean
categories. For example, this surface characterization can contain substantial variability of surface
and aerosol characteristics, and both of these factors significantly affect visible spectral channels. The
direct dependence of results on varying cloud optical thicknesses may, therefore, weaken. Despite
these potential consequences, we chose to apply the same τmin value (0.25) for both day and night over
this surface type since this would lead to the detection of more thin clouds during daytime compared
to using the suggested value 0.45.

Dry surfaces like deserts and adjacent dry semi-vegetated regions produced interesting results.
During the daytime (Figure 7, left), HR results exhibited a similar behavior to those found for vegetated
areas in Figure 6, but the optimal CDS value was now even higher (τmin = 1.0). It is clear that higher
surface reflectances made it more difficult to detect very thin clouds, although thermal contrasts
between surfaces and clouds may have increased (e.g., for cirrus). However, for night-time results, a
solution was found for much thinner clouds with a τmin value of 0.25.
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Figure 6. Validation results (Hit Rate) for the probabilistic classifier as a function of successively
reduced (i.e., filtered with value τthr) CALIOP cloud masks for surface category Land homogeneous extra
tropical (category G11 in Table 2) during daytime (left) and during night (right). The curves with thicker
widths show training conditions with possible τmin values satisfying the selection criteria in Equation
(5) (see the text for further explanation).
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Figure 7. Validation results (Hit Rate) for the probabilistic classifier as a function of successively
reduced (i.e., filtered with value τthr) CALIOP cloud masks for surface category Homogeneous dry land
(category G10 in Table 2) during day (left) and night (right). The curves with thicker widths show
training conditions with possible τmin values satisfying the selection criteria in Equation (5) (see the
text for further explanation).

The degraded performance during daytime was remarkable, considering that more spectral
information should be available from the AVHRR instrument compared to the conditions at night. It is
clear that during these surface and illumination conditions, our method was not able to accurately
reproduce any restricted CALIOP cloud mask. The suggested solutions for τmin 1.0 and higher were
not convincing since the degradation of HR was prolonged after passing the peak value. Physically,
this means that for τthr values higher than τmin, we will not detect significantly more than 50% of
all existing clouds, indicating that the performance of the cloud mask under these conditions is not
exclusively dependent on the cloud optical thickness. Other factors, such as the varying surface
emissivity/reflectivity and the reflectance contribution from aerosols over the desert, play essential
roles for the cloud detection ability over these land surfaces. However, HR values were still quite high
here for many different τthr values. Consequently, a compromise could be to select the same τthr value
0.25 as during night. Although HR values decreased slightly at the peak, it yielded a solution with
clearly decreasing HR values to the right of the peak (indicating a POD higher than 50%), which is
preferable. The drawback is that we cannot confidently claim that our τmin value was actually equal to
0.25 for daytime illumination conditions.

It is not surprising to find that the most challenging conditions for passive imagery cloud masking
occurred over surfaces with permanent snow cover, especially during the night (Figure 8). Overall,
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HR values were considerably lower than for other surfaces (especially at night), indicating more
challenging conditions for cloud detection. We failed to identify any cloud optical thickness training
condition that adequately fulfilled our criterion in Equation (5) for finding the optimal CDS during
the night. Daytime conditions seemed somewhat similar to conditions over dry surfaces at night,
suggesting an approximate CDS value of 1.0. Nighttime conditions showed no suitable solution, even
indicating that a τmin value higher than 5.0 should be explored. However, such a solution would mean
we have no detection skill at all for thin clouds, which disagrees with our current experience. A better
solution here would be to select a much lower τthr value where we could still find a distinct peak in HR
values. Although HR values were lower with this solution, it would still indicate decent detection
ability also for thinner clouds compared to what the τmin suggestion says. Here we chose values 0.3 and
0.5 for daytime and nighttime, respectively, to acknowledge the more difficult detectability over these
surfaces while still allowing reasonable detection of thin clouds. The reason for the above-described
breakdown of our method for finding the optimal detection conditions is most likely due to that
several other factors, besides varying cloud optical thickness, start to influence cloud screening abilities.
The most prominent factor here is that thick clouds can remain undetected during cold winter night
conditions due to thermal resemblance with the underlying surface. This and other reasons will be
discussed further in Section 4.
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Figure 8. Validation results (Hit Rate) for the probabilistic classifier as a function of successively
reduced (i.e., filtered with value τthr) CALIOP cloud masks for surface category Homogeneous land
with permanent snow cover (category G13 in Table 2) during day (left) and night (right). See text for
further explanation.

Finally, we present all estimated CDS values for all investigated Earth surfaces in Table 5. Notice
that the twilight category currently re-used either the day or the night values based on a day-night test
examining reflectances in the 0.6-micron channel.
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Table 5. Estimated Cloud Detection Sensitivity (CDS) values for all surfaces defined in Table 2 sorted
in three illumination categories.

SURFACE DESCRIPTION Surface id DAY NIGHT TWILIGHT

Marginal sea ice high latitudes G1 0.05 0.05 0.05
Sea ice high latitudes G2 0.25 0.60 0.25/0.60

Ocean polar north G3 0.05 0.05 0.05
Ocean high latitude north G4 0.05 0.05 0.05
Ocean mid latitude north G5 0.05 0.05 0.05

Ocean tropical G6 0.10 0.10 0.10
Ocean mid latitude south G7 0.05 0.05 0.05
Ocean high latitude south G8 0.05 0.05 0.05

Ocean polar south G9 0.05 0.05 0.05
Land dry homogeneous G10 0.25 0.25 0.25

Land homogeneous extra tropical G11 0.35 0.25 0.35/0.25
Land homogenous extra tropical seasonal snow G12 0.20 0.35 0.20/0.35

Land homogeneous extra tropical permanent snow G13 0.30 0.50 0.30/0.50
Land dry rough G14 0.30 0.40 0.30/0.40

Land rough extra tropical G15 0.30 0.20 0.30/0.20
Land rough extra tropical seasonal snow G16 0.30 0.50 0.30/0.50

Land rough extra tropical permanent snow G17 0.15 0.60 0.15/0.60
Land homogeneous tropical G18 0.15 0.15 0.15

Land rough tropical G19 0.15 0.15 0.15
Ocean polar north sunglint G20 0.05 - 0.05

Ocean high latitude north sunglint G21 0.05 - 0.05
Ocean mid latitude north sunglint G22 0.05 - 0.05

Ocean tropical sunglint G23 0.40 - 0.40
Ocean mid latitude south sunglint G24 0.05 - 0.05
Ocean highlatitude south sunglint G25 0.05 - 0.05

Ocean polar south sunglint G26 0.10 - 0.10
Coast extra tropical G27 0.20 0.50 0.20/0.50

Coast tropical G28 0.50 0.15 0.50/0.15

3.2. Demonstration of Achieved Cloud Masking Products

Figures 9 and 10 below demonstrate the cloud probability product based on the Naïve Bayesian
probabilistic cloud mask over the SEVIRI full disk for one daytime case (SEVIRI slot at 12:00 UTC)
and one night-time case (SEVIRI slot at 00 UTC) from 16 July 2010. Figure 11 shows the same cloud
probability product from three consecutive global NOAA-19 orbits observing at approximately the
same time as the SEVIRI scenes. The product examples were taken from the Northern Hemisphere
summer with rather typical weather patterns for the season. The night-time results in Figure 10 and
the results in near-Antarctic regions in Figure 9 illustrate conditions when the spectral information was
limited to purely infrared channels. Observe that cloud probabilities for the SEVIRI case were restricted
to be valid only for satellite viewing angles up to 70 degrees. Results indicate dry and cloud-free
conditions over most land areas in Africa and Europe (except near the equator) while oceanic regions
were cloudier. Notice the high cloud probabilities in oceanic areas with broken cloud fields, which are
not so obvious to interpret from visual inspection of the multispectral images.
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Figure 9. Top: Color composite of a METEOSAT-9 SEVIRI scene from 16 July 2010 at 12:00 UTC
including information from SEVIRI channels at 0.6 µm, 0.9 µm, and 11 µm. Bottom: Corresponding
cloud probability product (in %).
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Figure 10. Top: Color composite of a METEOSAT-9 SEVIRI scene from 23 July 2010 at 00:00 UTC
including information from SEVIRI channels at 3.9 µm, 11 µm, and 12 µm. Bottom: Corresponding
cloud probability product (in %).
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Figure 11. Top: Cloud probabilities (in %) from three consecutive NOAA-19 orbits 16 July 2010 close 
in time to the SEVIRI scene shown in Figure 9. First scanline is from 08:49 UTC and last scanline from 
14:08 UTC. Bottom: Cloud probabilities (in %) from three consecutive NOAA-19 orbits 22–23 July 
2010 close in time to the SEVIRI scene shown in Figure 10. First scanline is from 22 July 21:18 UTC 
and last scanline from 23 July 02:38 UTC. 

Figure 11. Top: Cloud probabilities (in %) from three consecutive NOAA-19 orbits 16 July 2010 close in
time to the SEVIRI scene shown in Figure 9. First scanline is from 08:49 UTC and last scanline from
14:08 UTC. Bottom: Cloud probabilities (in %) from three consecutive NOAA-19 orbits 22–23 July 2010
close in time to the SEVIRI scene shown in Figure 10. First scanline is from 22 July 21:18 UTC and last
scanline from 23 July 02:38 UTC.

.
The AVHRR product examples in Figure 11 largely support the SEVIRI-results, which shows the

consistency of the applied method. Existing differences came mainly from time differences, i.e., SEVIRI
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results were shown at one given time while AVHRR results were compiled from three consecutive
orbits spanning a time interval of more than 4 h.

In Table 5, we previously summarized the smallest detectable cloud optical thicknesses (CDS
values) with at least 50% probability of detection for all investigated Earth surfaces. In Figure 12. we
visualize these values geographically for the two particular SEVIRI cases in Figures 9 and 10. Here we
can see that the best conditions (lowest CDS values) were found over ocean surfaces at high latitudes.
More problematic conditions were found over dry desert areas, in sunglint conditions (Figure 12
top), and near Antarctica. Observe also that less favorable conditions existed along some coastlines
(including near rivers and lakes). Corresponding results for AVHRR (Figure 11) are not shown here
but they weeree very similar with only small departures due to temporal differences.
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Figure 12. Visualization of the smallest detectable cloud optical thicknesses (CDS values) with at least
50% probability of detection for all investigated Earth surfaces. Results are valid for the SEVIRI case in
Figure 9 (top) and Figure 10 (bottom).
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3.3. Validation Results from Independent Data

In Tables 6–8 below, we present validation scores based on independent data, as outlined in
Section 2.9. The scores were globally averaged quantities, as well as regionally (zonally) assessed
quantities. Notice that for SEVIRI, global results mean the full SEVIRI disk. The primary validation
score was the HR quantity (Equation (2)) with all CALIPSO-detected clouds included (i.e., with
τthr= 0.0). Even though we know that scores would be improved if using a non-zero threshold (due to
the concept used for training), the use of original unfiltered data for validation may still be considered
as the best objective way of evaluating the overall performance. However, since it is also clear that the
HR quantity may be distribution dependent (i.e., the most frequent category can bias the results), we
also show results for the Kuipers’ Skill Score (KSS), which is defined (using the same notations as in
Equation (2)) by

KSS(τthr) =
ad− cb

(a + b)(c + d)
(6)

where −1 ≤ KSS ≤ 1.

Table 6. Hit Rate (HR) and Kuipers’ Skill Score (KSS) as global and regional (zonal) averages for
independent validation data for NOAA-18 and NOAA-19 satellites in 2010. Results are compared to
results for the CLARA-A2 CDR [17].

Area/Region HR KSS HR CLARA-A2 KSS CLARA-A2

Global 0.82 0.69 0.80 0.65
Tropical 0.78 0.67 0.79 0.63
Sub-Tropical 0.85 0.72 0.84 0.70
High-Latitude 0.85 0.71 0.83 0.68
Polar 0.69 0.50 0.67 0.47

Table 7. Hit Rate (HR) and Kuipers’ Skill Score (KSS) as global and regional (zonal) averages for
independent validation data for the Metop-A satellite in 2010. Results are compared to results for
the CLARA-A2 CDR [17]. Notice that results at low and tropical latitudes are missing due to lacking
matchups with CALIOP.

Area/Region HR KSS HR CLARA-A2 KSS CLARA-A2

Global 0.75 0.53 0.73 0.56
Tropical - - - -
Sub-Tropical - - - -
High-Latitude 0.79 0.57 0.76 0.59
Polar 0.70 0.46 0.68 0.49

Table 8. Hit Rate (HR) and Kuipers’ Skill Score (KSS) as full disk and regional (zonal) averages for
independent validation data for the SEVIRI sensor in July 2012. Notice that results in the Polar area are
missing due to lacking coverage from SEVIRI.

Area/Region HR KSS

Full SEVIRI disk 0.85 0.70
Tropical part of SEVIRI disk 0.79 0.65
Sub-Tropical part of SEVIRI disk 0.85 0.70
High-Latitude part of SEVIRI disk 0.90 0.71
Polar part of SEVIRI disk - -

The KSS score addresses the question of how well the estimation separates the cloudy events from
the cloud-free events. A value of 1.0 in this respect describes the situation of a perfect discrimination,
while the value −1.0 describes a complete discrimination failure. This score is less distribution
dependent. It has been found to be very useful for identifying failures in cloud detection in situations
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where cloudy cases are rare (e.g., over desert regions). A good rule is that a genuinely improved
cloud screening method should show improvements in both quantities. If only the HR improves, a
possible cause could be a different distribution of validation cases and not necessarily an improved
cloud masking methodology.

The geographical differences in cloud screening capabilities (see Tables 2 and 5) motivate the
addition of regionally summarized results. However, the results shown below are not compiled
according to the regions specified in Table 2. These regions were not static since they followed varying
thermal characteristics rather than fixed geographic coordinates. To avoid too many regional details
but still be able to identify some regional variations, we show overall results for four geographically
fixed zonal regions where each includes contributions from both hemispheres: Polar (above latitude
75◦), High-latitude (latitude interval 45–75◦), Sub-Tropical (latitude interval 10–45◦), and Tropical
(within latitude 10◦, here representing only the innermost part of the tropical region). Finally, for
the AVHRR-based results, we also compared them with corresponding validation results derived
for the CM SAF cLoud, Albedo, and surface RAdiation dataset from AVHRR data–second edition
(CLARA-A2) [17]. Even if the validation dataset is not the same (i.e., the CLARA-A2 validation dataset
covers the full period 2006–2015 which could influence HR values to some extent), we believe that, at
the very least, a comparison to their KSS values is justified.

According to Table 6, the developed cloud screening method produced improved results for
AVHRR GAC data compared to earlier results presented in a comprehensive validation effort of the
CLARA-A2 CDR [17]. There was a definite improvement for the KSS score, which is a measure that
tests how well the separation of cloudy and clear cases works regardless of the true distribution of
cloudy and clear cases. The corresponding improvements for the morning orbit results in Table 7 were
evident in the HR scores but not necessarily in the KSS scores. This may be explained by the access to
a limited (i.e., small in number of matchup samples) validation dataset over an area with very high
surface variability (near 70◦ latitude).

Similar, or in some regions even further improved results, were achieved when applying the
method on geostationary SEVIRI imagery (Table 8). These improvements may emerge due to relatively
larger sample population of cases in tropical and sub-tropical regions, where cloud detection is easier
than over high latitude land regions. However, the good performance may also partly be explained by
the use of additional spectral information not available in the AVHRR case, e.g., the simultaneous use
of 1.6 µm and 3.9 µm data, and the use of the 8.6 µm channel.

4. Discussion

In the following, we will discuss several strengths and limitations of the described cloud screening
method as well as potential future development paths.

4.1. Flexibility of the Cloud Screening Method

A key improvement compared to traditional binary cloud mask realizations is that our derived
cloud probability methodology may be used more flexibly since it can provide a clear-conservative or
cloud-conservative masks after just adjusting the cloud probability threshold. In the current study, we
used the neutral threshold of 50% cloud probability for the validation reported in Tables 6–8, which we
claim is the most appropriate setting for climate monitoring applications.

In this context, it is also necessary to emphasize that the cloud probability product only considers
the uncertainty in cloud detection when provided with a specific set of image feature values and
ancillary data as input. Thus, the probabilities only represent the retrieval uncertainties assuming
perfect input data. Additional work, probably requiring comprehensive Monte Carlo simulations
to cover the full range of random and systematic errors [30,31], is required to also take into account
uncertainties in input data.
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4.2. Improved Quantification of Cloud Screening Results

The most significant improvement of the current cloud masking product is that the method offers
a way of quantifying the exact meaning of cloud probabilities over different Earth surfaces. More
clearly, the method is tuned so that the 50% cloud probability level over a particular Earth surface links
to a specific minimum cloud optical thickness, i.e., the CDS value, and thus, we have a 50% chance of
detecting a cloud with this specific minimum cloud optical thickness. For thicker clouds, probabilities
will be higher than 50%. This specific cloud optical thickness will be different over different Earth
surfaces. The different CDS values are in line with our experience that a cloud with a particular cloud
optical thickness is much easier to detect over dark and warm surfaces (e.g., ocean surfaces) compared
to over bright and cold surfaces (e.g., permanent snow).

The CDS value is estimated for various Earth surfaces in Table 5. We anticipate that this information
can be utilized together with the primary satellite-derived cloud probability in various quantitative
applications. An example here could be the use of CDS information in cloud dataset simulators for
evaluating cloud simulations in climate models such as the Cloud Feedback Model Inter-comparison
Project (CFMIP) Observation Simulator Package (COSP, [32–34]). The current simulators only have
a simplified description of the cloud screening method limitations (i.e., normally based on a single
globally fixed threshold of the detectable cloud optical thickness). A new candidate simulator for the
CLARA-A2 CDR is demonstrated in [35], presenting a first attempt at treating cloud retrievals from
the CLARA-A2 CDR differently over varying Earth surfaces. The aim is to use the cloud screening
method described in this paper for the successor to CLARA-A2 to be named CLARA-A3. A tentative
CLARA-A3 simulator could, in principle, make use of the CDS information directly without the need
to perform extensive validation efforts after its release. The concept of the CLARA-A3 simulator would
also allow the use of it in the future (i.e., beyond the CLARA-A3 observation period), provided that the
temporal and spatial evolution of the specified Earth surface categories in Table 5 can be described.
This is an important further development of the method presented in [35] since it does not depend on
the continuous availability of high-quality reference measurements for estimating the CDS values.

4.3. The Impact of Spatial and Temporal Variations

Across many regions of Earth, cloud screening is still very challenging and, therefore, in these
locations, very substantial improvements in results are hard to achieve. For this particular methodology,
the primary cause of the encountered problems is the difficulty of finding reasonably homogeneous
surface conditions.

Although we still claim that there must be a straightforward relationship between a cloud’s optical
thickness and the capability of detecting it over a specific surface type, the success of this particular
method depends on whether the defined surface categories can be considered homogeneous (i.e.,
reasonably invariant) or not. The majority of Earth’s surfaces fulfill this condition, especially over
every oceanic surface and many land surfaces at low and middle latitudes, where the method works
quite efficiently. The exceptions are found over high latitude land surfaces and in the Polar Regions.
Here, the idealized model for optimal cloud detection (as outlined in Sections 2.4 and 2.5) does not
seem to be fully applicable. Therefore, as a consequence, solution compromises were necessary (e.g.,
see discussion related to Figure 8 in Section 3.1).

Across certain regions, complications can be related to the fact that these surfaces vary considerably
in both space and time regarding both visible and infrared characteristics. For example, the extra-tropical
land categories G11-G12 in Table 2 cover a wide range of surface vegetation conditions and surface
temperatures. Extreme surface temperature variations are typical for category G13 (permanent snow
cover), which also complicates the retrieval conditions. Another example is category G10 (desert
surfaces) for which surface parameters such as infrared surface emissivity adds to the variability.
A finer subdivision of Earth surfaces (e.g., utilizing MODIS-based land cover type classifications) could
improve the situation. However, this would also lead to smaller matchup samples and potentially
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reduce the statistical robustness of the relationships. Future studies with access to larger reference
datasets could address these limitations in an improved manner.

4.4. The Problem of Overfitting

The described methodology does not necessarily provide us the absolute best match with the
referenced ‘ground truth’ from CALIPSO-CALIOP observations when comparing to the unfiltered
CALIOP results (which was the validation concept used for the results shown in Tables 6–8). Other
machine learning or statistical regression methods could potentially find even better agreement with
CALIOP observations.

A more in-depth investigation of the results presented in Figures 4–8 in Section 3.1 also indicates
this effect for the new cloud screening method. In some of these figures, the results when training
with unfiltered CALIOP data (blue curve for τ = 0.0) yielded higher HR values for the unfiltered
case (at CALIPSO Filtered τ = 0.0) than the selected results based on curves with optimal CDS values.
These details are hard to see in the current figures (because of too many overlaid curves) but appear
in a close-up of results in Figure 5 valid over tropical ocean surfaces at night. Table 9 lists achieved
HR scores for this case when training our method using the five largest CALIOP cloud masks, i.e.,
original cloud masks being thresholded at optical thicknesses 0.0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20. According
to Figure 5, we get the highest HR values when validating with a restricted CALIOP cloud mask
with τthr = 0.1 (which is then our selected CDS value). The three rightmost columns in Table 9 give
corresponding HR scores when validating with restricted CALIOP cloud masks thresholded at optical
thicknesses 0.0, 0.05, and 0.10. We recognize the maximum HR value of 0.874 for the peak seen in
Figure 5 for τthr = 0.1. However, we notice that we actually fulfill the CDS criterion in Equation (5)
also for τthr = 0.0 and τthr = 0.05. The reason for selecting CDS to be 0.10 is that resulting HR scores
are higher here than for the two mentioned alternatives. Thus, for CDS set to 0.10, we have the best
representation or reproduction of the CALIOP cloud mask in AVHRR imagery. We also claim that
the CDS alternative 0.0 is theoretically problematic since it suggests that the unfiltered CALIOP cloud
mask is better reproduced than any other filtered CALIOP cloud mask. This violates the generally
accepted fact that the CALIOP measurements are more sensitive to thin clouds than AVHRR. We have
rejected this possibility and interpreted it as an effect of statistical overfitting.

Table 9. Hit Rate (HR) scores for tropical ocean surfaces at night showing a close-up of results close to
the Y-axis of Figure 5. Results are shown based on the five largest CALIOP cloud masks in the validation
process (as defined by the leftmost column corresponding to the X axis in Figure 5). HR scores are
presented for cases being trained on three different restricted CALIOP cloud masks, which were filtered
using three different optical thickness thresholds (values 0,00, 0.05, and 0.10, corresponding to HR
results of the first three curves in Figure 5).

τthr (CALIOP Mask)
Used at Validation

HR
(τthr_training = 0.00)

HR
(τthr_training = 0.05)

HR
(τthr_training = 0.10)

0.00 0.846 0.863 0.857
0.05 0.830 0.866 0.872
0.10 0.815 0.861 0.874
0.15 0.801 0.853 0.872
0.20 0.789 0.845 0.864

The real world generally does not provide us with equal distributions of cloudy and clear cases.
Instead, cloudy conditions dominate in many regions of the world. For instance, sub-visible and thin
cirrus clouds dominate the tropical ocean surface category (see Figure 5). If cloudy conditions dominate
for sub-visible (to AVHRR) clouds, AVHRR-based methods should no longer know the difference
between the surface and the cloud. However, statistical methods would still tend to prefer the cloudy
solution since this would maximize the validation scores used in the optimization process. Thus, in
this way, the method could be overfitted in the sense that the method is now trying to describe, what
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rightfully should be regarded as noise, since there is no true detection ability. The risk of overfitting is
serious since, if it happens, it would thn give the impression that AVHRR can observe optically thinner
clouds than what is actually possible. A misinterpretation here can lead to inconsistencies if results are
used in downstream applications (e.g., in COSP simulators). Consequently, we have prioritized finding
solutions where we can get as high validation scores as possible, while at the same time specifying for
which clouds these results are indeed valid. We believe that this is the most sensible way to describe
the capability of the AVHRR sensor for cloud screening purposes.

4.5. The Importance of Limited Temporal and Spatial Sampling of CALIOP Observations

The fact that the CALIPSO satellite only operates in an afternoon orbit leads to restricted sampling
of the diurnal variation of global cloud conditions. More clearly, CALIOP observations only cover
local times close to 01:30 p.m. and 01:30 a.m. in most places (except near the poles where a transition
from night to day and vice versa occurs). Various ways of dealing with this has already been described
in Section 2.9.

This restriction might appear quite serious if one has the ambition to apply the method to all
possible illumination and thermal conditions. However, we claim that since we train over the whole
year and actually over almost an entire 10-year period, we will still cover the majority of varying
solar zenith angles and thermal conditions for every location on the Earth. This is an effect of the
seasonal changes. Such a training dataset should describe average daytime and night-time conditions
adequately over most places. Furthermore, the decision to also use matchups with satellites being
subject to orbital drift (described in Section 2.8.3) has also helped in getting coverage of a wider range
of existing solar zenith angles and solar azimuth angles. Thus, the strength of our method is that our
training dataset covers a very long period capable of describing the seasonal variability.

4.6. Limitations of the Naïve Bayesian Method

A final limiting factor for the achieved results is also the basic Naïve Bayesian approach, which
forms the basis for our statistical training. This simplification of the true Bayesian formulation is
only valid if the image features utilized are uncorrelated. Unfortunately, many of the image features
used show obvious signs of correlation. For example, for gradually thicker and colder clouds, we
also find gradually higher reflectances and decreasing brightness temperatures. At the same time,
other clouds (for example, thin cirrus clouds) do not show this strong feature covariation. Another
problem is the vulnerability to features showing near-zero probabilities in the multiplication of
individual probabilities in Equation (1). We have tried to decrease this vulnerability by introducing
two-dimensional image features (see Table 4) at night, but this does not remove all problems related
to this effect. Thus, in general, the Naïve Bayesian method produces reasonably good results, but
some defects are unavoidable. Consequently, future developments should aim to introduce true
Bayesian approaches (e.g., as suggested in [36,37]) or more advanced machine learning methods (e.g.,
as suggested in [10,38]). However, it is imperative to use the principles from this study to ensure that
the different conditions for cloud detection over different Earth surfaces are taken into account for such
approaches as well. Importantly, an effort to quantitatively describe, as precisely as possible, which
clouds are truly detectable must be made, as well as performing an adequate uncertainty analysis.

5. Conclusions

A new concept for cloud screening in AVHRR and SEVIRI imagery has been described based on
the Naïve Bayesian theory and utilization of ‘ground truth’ data from the CALIPSO-CALIOP cloud
lidar in the period 2006–2015. The purpose has been to construct a method providing a balanced or
neutral cloud screening that simultaneously minimizes the false clear and false cloudy occurrences.
Such a method would better serve climate monitoring applications than many of the methods presently
used, which often overestimate cloudiness due to the use of clear-conservative approaches.
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The results of the method have been evaluated using independent CALIPSO-CALIOP cloud
observations (with all clouds observed) for one year (2010) with validation results expressed as HR
and KSS scores. A global HR value of 0.82 was found for AVHRR data while the corresponding value
for SEVIRI, over the SEVIRI full disk, is 0.85. A closer look at validation results showed that the best
performance for AVHRR was found over ice-free oceanic regions at high latitudes with HR scores of
0.93 and KSS scores of 0.72; similar HR results were found in the same region for SEVIRI data. Due to
mainly poor performance during the polar night, the algorithm achieved less-satisfying results in the
Polar Regions with HR scores of 0.69 and KSS scores of 0.50.

Results were also compared to similar validation results for the CLARA-A2 CDR, which was
previously evaluated thoroughly in [17]. General improvements were found, especially for the KSS
score. The improvement of the KSS score confirms that, besides seeing an overall improvement of
scores, an improved balance between falsely clear and falsely cloudy cases has also been achieved.
This aspect was one of the primary goals of this study. Modest improvements were found in the Polar
Regions underlining the problem with very challenging conditions here, especially during the Polar
night. Nevertheless, the introduction of probabilistic cloud mask information must be seen as a step
forward also for the Polar Regions compared to the previous dominant use of binary cloud mask
products. The probabilistic information provides a much better view of the uncertainties of the results
in this problematic region.

Finally, a major additional achievement of this study is the provision of fundamental information
about the cloud detection capabilities in AVHRR and SEVIRI data over varying Earth surfaces. Table 5
describes the estimated minimum cloud optical thickness of a cloud layer, which can be detected with
at least 50% probability by the present method. Figure 12 visualizes how this may look for individual
SEVIRI scenes. We argue that this information is essential for potential applications making use of
these cloud screening results. More clearly, due to the concept of this method, the derived cloud
probabilities are only relevant for clouds having a minimum total optical thickness as listed in Table 5
over various surfaces. Such information is crucial for quantitative use in applications, such as COSP
simulators of satellite-based cloud climate data records. In our view, a probabilistic cloud mask lacking
this additional information is problematic to use efficiently in various applications since it leaves the
open question: For which clouds is the probability actually valid?

The described cloud screening method will be used in the preparation of the next editions of the
CLARA (AVHRR-based) and CLAAS (SEVIRI-based) CDRs. The AVHRR-based CDR will be named
CLARA-A3 with a tentative release by the EUMETSAT CM SAF project in the 2021–2022 timeframe.
The SEVIRI-based CDR will be named CLAAS-3 (CLoud property dAtAset using SEVIRI, Edition 3),
and the planned release is foreseen in 2021. The method will also be added (as an updated product
named CMAPROB) to the PPS cloud processing software for polar orbiting satellite data provided by
the EUMETSAT NWC SAF project.
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